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DESCRIPTION

57113

2012 Garnacha de Fuego Old Vines

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$7.99

DISCOUNT %

$6.99*

13%

"Bright purple. Ripe dark berries and cracked pepper on the nose. Smooth and broad on entry, then tighter in the mid-palate, offering tangy
blackberry and bitter cherry flavors and a hint of licorice. Sweeter on the finish, with the cherry and licorice notes echoing. This is an amazing
value." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 89pts

68977

2012 Artazuri Garnacha

$9.99

$8.99*

10%

"Dark ruby. Cherry and dark berries on the nose, with a hint of dark chocolate adding depth. Round and fleshy on entry, then lively and more
taut in the mid-palate, with the dark fruit qualities repeating. Finishes with good focus and a lingering note of candied dark berries." Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 88pts

65874

2010 Alto Moncayo

$42.99

$36.99*

14%

This wine was named #95 on Wine Spectator's Top 100 Wines of 2013. "This polished red shows graceful power. The black cherry and
raspberry flavors are deepened by smoke and mineral notes, framed by firm, well-integrated tannins and kept lively by crisp acidity. Shows
impressive harmony and focus." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

54741

2011 Alto Cinco Garnacha

$13.99

$9.99*

29%

"Bright blue-violet color to the eye, with red orchard fruit on the nose. Blueberries and red cherries on the attack, with violets emerging in
time. Becomes more weighty and spicy in the glass without losing any of its vibrancy and energy. Long on the fiinish. Were this a French red
or some Napa Valley blend it would be twice the price. Absurd value." - Reviewed by: Binny's

32807

Bodegas Borsao Vina Borgia

$19.99

$17.99*

10%

"High-pitched aromas of red berries, Asian spices and white pepper. Displays a lot of aromatic complexity for the money. Sweet, slightly
jammy black raspberry and spice flavors become more peppery with air and show no rough edges. The sweet, focused finish repeats the
spicy notes. This has to be one of the top red wine values in the market, and there are 10,000 cases of it for the U.S." - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 86pts

55481

2011 Coto de Hayas Centenaria

$17.99

$15.99*

11%

"A rich core of blackberry and blueberry compote, accented by toasty vanilla, sweet licorice and cinnamon spice. Well-integrated tannins give
this backbone." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

56480

2010 Pares Balta Indigena

$19.99

$14.99*

"The 2010 Indigena Res has a refined bouquet of fresh dark berry, bay leaf and spice notes that are well-defined. The palate has a fresh,
almost sorbet-like entry with sweet tannins and hints of vanilla pod inflecting the tart cherry fruits towards a very pretty, feminine finish." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 89pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

25%

